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Abstract—Service interruptions in critical infrastructures, like
the power grid, can lead to serious consequences for safety and
security of people. To avoid such interruptions of distributed
applications or process control systems belonging to a critical
infrastructure, reliable recovery mechanisms for the associated
communication systems are essential. OpenFlow, a standard for
software defined networking (SDN), provides the fast failover
group mechanism to forward packets via alternative paths in
case of link failures. In contrast to the conceptual and theoretical
discussions of this concept, in this work, the performance of
path restoration using SDN fast-failover groups is compared to
the performance of path computation when using the Rapid
Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP). Our results show, that current
implementations of OpenFlow can significantly improve the
failover performance compared to RSTP, which makes it possible
to use SDN in ultra high reliability communication networks. But
it is also shown that there is a potential to further improve the
SDN recovery mechanisms by deeply inspecting the correlations
between OpenFlow/SDN implementations, the used hardware and
the operating system.

Index Terms—Critical infrastructure; Fast failover evaluation;
Software defined networking; Reliability; Network recovery

I. INTRODUCTION

Some technical systems like the electrical grid or other util-
ity systems are of special importance for our modern society
as they are providing the basis on which our communities,
economies and everyday lives are founded. Such technical
systems are referred to as critical infrastructures. In the last
years, there has been a recognizable trend of a proceeding aug-
mentation with Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) to increase advantages and efficiency of such systems.
With this progress, critical infrastructures are getting highly
dependent on a working communication infrastructure, making
this ICT itself to a critical infrastructure [1]. One example for
this development can be seen in case of power grids, which
are evolving towards Smart Grids. Here, various entities of the
power systems like generators, sensors, and intelligent devices
are getting interconnected using ICT in order to enrich the
power grid with more sophisticated functions for monitoring
and control, trading, and Demand Side Management [2].

Nowadays, communication networks for critical infrastruc-
tures are often operated as dedicated networks where connec-

tions to other networks (especially the Internet) are avoided.
Mainly due to the risk of introducing security and performance
issues as certain ICT functions in critical infrastructures have
special requirements for reliability, data security and quality
of service (QoS). This however, has several disadvantages
such as high operating and installation costs for dedicated
networks and the impossibility to share information between
systems belonging to different critical infrastructures. But,
when already existing communication infrastructures are ex-
tended to be used for critical infrastructures beside its orig-
inary operation purpose, methods are needed that guarantee
the reliability of critical traffic. To achieve this, (1) critical
traffic should be separated from non-critical traffic and (2) for
critical traffic special treatment is needed in order to guarantee
communication reliability. One approach often discussed in
current and recent research project is the use of Multiprotocol
Label Switching (MPLS) networks. With MPLS and its traffic
engineering extension Ressource Reservation Protocol - Traffic
Engineering (RSVP-TE), traffic of distinct applications can be
forwarded differently within the network, which leads to traffic
separation. Furthermore, with RSVP fast reroute a fast method
is given to reroute packets as soon as link failures occur.
This can be used to increase the communication reliability of
critical traffic. The disadvantage of MPLS, however, are high
efforts for maintenance and often high costs for provisioning
of MPLS services (e.g., renting MPLS lines from service
providers).

Software-defined networking (SDN) provides other ap-
proaches to tackle the aforementioned topic. This can be
shown in the SDN testbed for critical and non-critical appli-
cations. Here, SDN is considered as a promising candidate to
separate traffic of critical and non-critical applications. This
also goes in conjunction with better mitigation of potential
security risks, increased reliability through isolation from
configuration errors of other applications and networks, and
a simplified configuration and management for both, infras-
tructure users and providers.

The SDN testbed implements solutions as a proof of concept
in a real-end user, OpenFlow enabled [3] fibre to the home
infrastructure operated by a district heat provider. The district
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Figure 1. SDN testbed for co-existence of critical and non-critical network applications.

heat provider uses this infrastructure on the one hand for
controlling purposes of the heating system, and on the other
hand to offer his communication infrastructure to service
operators, which in turn offer additional services (such as high
speed Internet) to customers. Also the integration of metering
solution for smart grids or water systems for utility service
providers or the local government is possible. Figure 1 gives
an overview of the SDN based testbed.

The topic addressed in the current study is reliability of
critical infrastructure communication. Certain applications of
critical infrastructures require a high degree of reliability
regarding communication interruptions. Here, OpenFlow pro-
vides a special fast failure recovery method allowing for
configuring switches at the SDN forwarding plane with fast-
failover groups. Such a group defines a list of alternative ports
on which packets can be sent out belonging to a certain traffic
trunk. This means, that for all computed paths between a
source and a destination, all switches on these paths can have
multiple opportunities to forward packets to follow one of the
precomputed paths. As soon as one forwarding port is not
usable in case of a link failure the alternative port can be
used. The decision, which one of the possible output ports is
used, is taken at each switch based on the locally available
link state information.

In the present performance comparison study, OpenFlow
fast-failover is compared to the commonly used rapid spanning
tree protocol (RSTP) that also provides the reroute capabilities
when link failures occur. In difference to OpenFlow’s failover
groups, alternative paths are computed by a distributed algo-
rithm right after a link failure occurs [4]. In this paper, we
focus on the comparison of the OpenFlow fast failover groups
with RSTP as we had a focus on layer 2 of the OSI model.
Further more the study is done to examine the applicability
of SDN/OpenFlow for reliable communication in the SDN
Testbed. The aim of this work is also to encourage further

discussions on augmenting communication networks of critical
infrastructures with SDN technology.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II contains a brief
overview of other work related to this paper. In Section III a
short introduction to MPLS fast reroute method is depicted.
Section IV describes the network infrastructure used for the
tests as well as the methodology of the tests. Section V
describes the validation results in detail before we give an
outlook on future work in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Several studies have investigated the application of SDN
in Smart Grid communication systems. Dong et al. focus on
possibilities of SDN to improve the resilience of a Smart Grid.
They also discuss critical issues of SDN, which need to be
taken into account before deploying SDN to Smart Grids [5].
The use of SDN in the area of substation automation based
on IEC-61850 is discussed in [6]. Here, Cahn et al. describe
a system that automatically configures the network infras-
tructure of a substation with respect to the communication
requirements of present IEDs and monitoring devices. This
work is brought to a more practical level in [7], where the
current development state of SDN/OpenFlow implementations
was investigated in detail and, in addition, the ability of SDN
to fulfill communication requirements of Smart Grid commu-
nication networks was evaluated. [8], [9] and [10] evaluates
different methodologies to implement failure recovery in SDN
based networks. Dorsch et al proposed approaches for fast-
recovery and guaranteed quality of service [2]. In contrast to
the fast-recovery approach proposed in our work, the logic for
re-routing of packets is centralized at the SDN Controller -
i. e., if a link failure occurs, the corresponding switches send
a message to the SDN controller, asking for an alternative
forwarding rule. The approach of our work utilizes OpenFlow
fast-failover groups to provide multiple alternative paths to
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the switches at the same time. Switching to alternative paths
can be done based on local decisions of switches, which
is expected to reduce link down time and packet loss. Our
approach could be extended by the work of [11] where a
SDN Controller precalculates multiple forwarding paths from
a sender to a destination at the same time, and download
the corresponding forwarding rules to the switches. In such
an approach OpenFlow enabled switches have to deal with a
significant higher number of flow entries and this harbours the
risk of flow table explosion.

III. RSVP-TE FAST REROUTE

For critical infrastructure communication, MPLS (and espe-
cially its extension RSVP-TE) is frequently proposed in order
to guarantee reliability, traffic separation, reliable bandwidth
separation and the like. RSVP-TE enables to establish label
switched paths (LSP) throughout an MPLS network including
resource reservation on end-to-end links such as minimum
bandwidth or delay requirements. One extension of RSVP-
TE to LSPs is fast reroute functionality. Fast reroute allows
the establishment of additional backup LSPs which can be
switched to as soon a link failure or network failure occurs.
RSVP-TE fast reroute is specified in RFC 4090 [12].

In general, fast reroute works according to the following
simplified model: When a new LSP is requested (usually by
the network administrator), several detours are precomputed
and preestablished along the LSP. These detours are paths
between MPLS routers, which provide local repair capabilities.
After a link failure has been detected by a directly connected
Label Switching Router (LSR) it becomes to the point of
local repair and uses one of the preestablished detours to
quickly reroute traffic around the failure point. In a second
step, after rerouting the traffic via the detour, the router sends a
notification to the MPLS ingress router, which then, establishes
a complete new LSP avoiding the network failure point. While
the computation of a new LSP takes several seconds, the local
repair can be established within several milliseconds after a
failure has been detected.

For the detection of link and node failures, the fast reroute
makes use of MPLS hello messages for the detection of
unreachable neighbour MPLS nodes and additionally can
make use of local physical layer information to detect link
failures to next-hop neighbours. While rerouting based on the
local link information can be done within some milliseconds,
using hello messages to detect failed neighbor nodes takes
times in the scale of some seconds. In the latter case, hello
messages are periodically (every two to five seconds) sent out
by LSRs to their neighbours and if no reply is received from a
neighbour LSR, this LSR is considered as broken. Due to this,
a link failure can remain undetected several seconds before
the local repair mechanism starts to work. In several practical
implementations and evaluations, it has been shown that fast
reroute can reach failure recovery times in the range of up to
50 milliseconds for the local repair mechanisms when physical
layer information is used [13].

While a direct comparison between MPLS fast reroute
networks and SDN approaches would be highly interesting, in
this paper we are focusing on pure layer 2 link failure recovery
techniques. For a comparison of MPLS fast reroute and SDN
approaches, a more comprehensive evaluation should be done
including also features like bandwidth protection, which are
provided by RSVP-TE fast reroute.

IV. VALIDATION ARCHITECTURE AND METHODOLOGY

Content of this section is a description of testbed architec-
tures and testing methodologies for the failover performance
evaluation of SDN/OpenFlow and RSTP.

A. RSTP fast-failover evaluation

The network infrastructure used for RSTP evaluation con-
sists of two hosts A and B, connected with a network of four
switching devices S1, S2, S3, and S4 (see Figure 2).

Both end devices are standard desktop computers using
1 Gbit/s standard Ethernet interface cards. On host A a sending
application is able to send UDP flows with a configurable
packet size and sending interval. During the evaluation mea-
surements, the packets are forwarded through the network
and finally delivered to the destination host B. At host B a
receiving application is running, which captures the packets
sent by host A and keeps track of receiving timestamps of each
packet. The UDP packets’ payload containing their sending
timestamps and a packet number increased by 1 for each
packet sent out (the first packet has number 0). Both contents
are written by the sending application. By utilizing the packet
numbers stored in the packet’s payload, it is possible to
compute lost, reordered, and duplicated packets. The receiving
application keeps track about the packet numbers of incoming
packets. If gaps are detected the according packets are con-
sidered as lost. In the case of out-of-order packet numbers
of incoming packets, packet reordering is considered. If one
packet with the same packet number is received twice, packet
duplication can be assumed.

In the RSTP test network, standard desktop computers are
used as switching devices running Open vSwitch 2.3.90 sup-
porting RSTP IEEE 802.1D-2004 [4]. All PC based switches
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Figure 2. Overview of RSTP evaluation network infrastructure.
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TABLE I. OPTIMIZED RSTP PARAMETERS

Parameter standard value optimized value
Forwarding Delay 15 4
BPDU max. age 20 6
Transmit Hold Count 6 1
BPDU timeout 1200 1

(S1, S2, S3 and S4) are equipped with identical fiber optical
network interface cards in order to make sure that impacts of
different network hardware on the recalculation performance
can be excluded.

At the beginning of the test, a primary path is computed
by RSTP leading via the switches S1, S3, and S4 to the
destination host B. When a link failure occurs between S3
and S4, RSTP establishes the alternate path via S2 and S4 to
host B (see Figure 2). As soon as the connection between S3
and S4 is available again, the primary path gets restored by
the RSTP path computing algorithm.

During the test, the fiber optical connection of the primary
path were automatically (by a test program) disconnected
and reconnected in time-intervals of 10 seconds. In total 40
disconnect and reconnect actions has been executed during
the tests. Each action led to path recalculations of the RSTP
protocol in order to find most cost-efficient path towards its
neighboring switches and establish a new forwarding path.
When the link failure occured (after disconnection of the
primary path) RSTP re-established a path via the alternate path
and the computation time for the alternate path was recorded.
When the broken link has been reactivated, the time needed
to return to the default route has been measured.

To maximize the speed of RSTP link failure detection
and path calculation, the algorithm parameters forwarding
delay, BPDU sending interval, and maximum age of BPDUs
are reduced compared to standard values. Table I contains
a comparison between RSTP standard values and optimized
values.

B. OpenFlow fast-failover evaluation

The network infrastructure for the evaluation of OpenFlow
fast-failover performance has the setup shown in Figure 3. The
hosts A and B are standard desktop computers, equipped with
1 Gbit/s standard Ethernet network interface cards. These inter-
faces are faced to the network used for OpenFlow performance
evaluation. The switch S1 is a standard desktop PC configured
as switch and is running Open vSwitch Version 2.3.90 as Linux
Kernel module supporting OpenFlow until Version 1.3. S1 is
equipped with a dual port fiber-optical network interface card.
One of the ports is connected to switch S2, the other to switch
S3. Finally, the switches S2 and S3 are connected to switch
S4, which in turn is connected to host B. The switches S2,
S3, and S4 are identically built switching devices providing a
1 Gbit/s fiber-optical network. The hardware is natively run-
ning Open vSwitch Version 1.9.90, also supporting OpenFlow
up to Version 1.3. The switching hardware S2, S3, and S4
are generally i386 Linux boxes with designated TCAM based

switching hardware bringing mainly a performance boost for
their forwarding actions (TCAM based rule selection).
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Figure 3. Overview of the OpenFlow/SDN evaluation network infrastructure.

Like in the RSTP tests, on host A, UDP traffic is generated
and sent to host B, using the same applications and configu-
rations as in the RSTP evaluation.

To evaluate the OpenFlow fast failover behavior, the net-
work is configured with a fast-failover group at S1, which
forwards packets to switch S3 during default operation (pri-
mary path). When S1 looses its connection to S3 the alternate
path via S2 is used. Furthermore, switch S2 and switch S3 are
configured with static flow entries in order to forward packets
to switch S4. Switch S4 also has a static flow entry to forward
all incoming packets to destination host B.

The sending application is configured to generate Ethernet
traffic of about 4.6 MBit/s with following properties:

• 242 Bytes payload of each UDP packet
• 8 Bytes for the UDP header
• 20 Bytes IP header
• 18 Bytes Ethernet header
• 500 microseconds mean packet sending interval

The performance tests were carried out in one automated
test scenario to emulate software failures, and one manual test
scenario to emulate hardware link failures. This is also done
to unveil impacts on the link failure detection mechanism,
depending on whether the link failure is produced by turning
off the network interface via a user space command or when
a physical network connection breaks.

In the automated test scenario, the link between S1 and S2
is interrupted by a disconnection command, which instructs
the operating system to deactivate the network interface on
switch S1, which is connected to S2. After a waiting time of
10 seconds, the network interface is reactivated again. This
procedure is repeated every 10 seconds until the UDP traffic
flow from host A to host B has stopped. The automated test
is done during a test period of 40 switching actions. The
manual test scenario, the link interruption is done manually by
interrupting the physical optical fiber connections. Like in the
automated scenario, the 10 seconds interval when connecting
and disconnecting the link is kept and also 40 switching
actions are performed.
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In the manual test scenario a SFP-based fiber optical media
converter is placed between the switches S1 and S3 (see Figure
3). These devices are normally used, e.g., to convert a single
mode fiber optical connection into a multi-mode connection.
In the manual test, however, the media converters are used
to manually interrupt the connection between S1 and S3.
For this purpose the external power connection of the media
converter is used. This has the benefit, that contact chatter
can be avoided, which was observed when manually plug and
unplug optical fibers into the NIC ports. When the media
converter is turned off, a link failure appears at both sides
of the connections, i. e., both switches S1 and S3 will detect
the link failure.

V. RESULTS

In the following section we present and discuss our fast-
failover evaluation results with RSTP and OpenFlow.

A. RSTP fast-failover evaluation

When looking at RSTP, the protocol need to recompute the
path in two cases: As soon as the primary path fails, which
results in a fast transition of the forwarding behavior of switch
S4 from its preferred designated port (connected to S3) to its
alternate port (connected to S2), and as soon as the primary
path has been restored. Then, switch S3 changes to use the
more cost efficient (originary) designated port.

For changing the forwarding behavior at switch S4 from the
designated port to the alternate port in case of primary link
failures, it took 3 ms in minimum and 65 ms in maximum.
The average time to establish the backup connection between
both hosts were 26 ms. For link reactivations after the primary
path has been re-established, RSTP need in minimum of
about 500 microseconds and in maximum 809 milliseconds.
The mean time for re-establishing the primary path after
a reconnect (path restore) is about 401 ms. The differences
between first and second case as well as the large interval
between minimum and maximum values (in the second case)
cannot be conclusively explained but one reason is surely in-
troduced by operating system scheduling and hardware control
at the computer hosting switch S4. For the evaluation of these
path computation times all 40 connection and disconnection
actions has been considered.

One hint in this direction is also given, when comparing our
results to those published in a Siemens Whitepaper covering
a RSTP performance evaluation [14]. In this work failover
times between 50 ms and 100 ms has been measured depending
on the networks’ size and using specialized RUGGEDCOM
switches supporting RSTP standard 802.1D-2004.

B. OpenFlow fast-failover evaluation

The results of the OpenFlow fast-failover evaluation are
given by packet losses occurred following a switching action.
From the amount of lost packets a worst-case estimation for
the interruption time can be made.
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Figure 4. Losses appeared in the automated test scenario.

The bar plots 4 and 5 showing the packet losses resulting
from switching actions. On the horizontal axis, the switching
actions (Path Change Action) are depicted, on the logarithmic
scaled vertical axis, the amount of lost packets per switching
action is outlined. All three figures using the same scale for x
and y axis. The bars denoted with ’Path Repair’ representing
packet losses occurred when the primary path in the evaluation
architecture is deactivated in a automatic or manual manner.
The bars denoted with ’Path Restore’ representing packet
losses occurred after the primary path was restored and the
packet flow was switched back to use the primary path. When
no packet losses occurred after a switching action the symbol
’0’ is written to the plot.

Figure 4 shows the packet losses in case of the auto-
mated test scenario when link interruptions were initiated by
software. As can be seen from the plots, no packet losses
occurred when packet forwarding was switched from alternate
to primary path (’Path Restore’). When looking at packet
losses occurred after the primary path was interrupted, the
mean amount of packet losses was 5.8 packets (minimum
4 packets, maximum 8 packets). As it can be seen from
the figure, mostly, the amount of lost packets were 6. This
results in a estimated worst-case interruption time between
3 ms and 5 ms (considering a mean packet sending interval of
500 microseconds).

Figure 5 shows the packet losses in case of the manual
test scenario with 1 converter, and the link between switch
S1 and switch S3 is physically disconnected. Looking at
the ’Path Restore’ bars, packet loss after switching from the
alternate path to the primary path occurred only once. Here,
18 packets got lost meaning a worst-case interruption time
of 10 ms. When looking at packet losses occurred after the
primary path was interrupted, the mean amount of packet
losses was 32.45 packets. The minimum of lost packets was
2, and the maximum 160. As the median of the amount of
lost packets were 4, it can be seen that high loss values
are not frequent. This also is shown by the 3rd quantile of
the measured values lying at 28.00 packets. Considering the
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Figure 5. Losses appeared in manual test scenario 1.

mean amount of lost packets, the worst-case interruption time
was around 17 ms. Taking the maximum packet loss as a
basis, the worst-case interruption time is around 81 ms. For
the worst-case estimation, again, a packet sending interval of
500 microseconds is considered.

Comparing the OpenFlow fast-failover scenarios, a very
important result is that in most of the cases, no packet
losses occurred when switching back from the alternate path
to the primary path. Furthermore, the amount of packet
losses and interruption has a larger spread and variability
in case of the manual test scenario. Comparing the results
of RSTP and OpenFlow/SDN, the fast-failover performance
using SDN/OpenFlow is significantly improved. While the
maximum time for switching a path with RSTP was mea-
sured with about 800 ms (mean: 200 ms) in our measurements
(Siemens measured with specialized Hardware up to 100 ms)
with OpenFlow we measured a maximum interruption time
around 81 ms (mean: 17 ms).

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our results show that using OpenFlow fast-failover recovery
clearly outperforms path recovery mechanisms of RSTP. This
makes SDN/OpenFlow a promising approach for establishing
an ultra-high reliable communication network for critical in-
frastructures. A further aspect is that OpenFlow based fast-
failover mechanism is able to manage a symmetric loss and
timing behaviour. RSTP uses different port roles and port
states and this result in an asymmetric behaviour.

On the other hand, our results showed, that the performance
of SDN fast-failover highly correlates with used Open vSwitch
implementations, networking hardware and operating system
support. To fully understand these correlations, it is necessary
to extend our validation methodology, e.g., to be able to mea-
sure the packet one way delay accurately in the range of small
fragments of microseconds. Possibly, clock synchronization
using PTP or Sync-E could be used. A further question we
want to answer is, how hardware based and high perfor-
mance network stacks and package processing approaches like

DPDK [15] or OpenOnload [16] can improve the quality of
failure resistance of SDN/OpenFlow networks.

Answering these questions can lead to high quality
productive networks usable for critical infrastructures and
other domains like industrial automation systems where
latency in the range of micro- and nanoseconds is requested.
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